Engaging Sports Audience With Live VR
1 day course in Malaga, Spain
July 21st
a YBcampus initiative

WHY ATTEND?
COURSE OBJECTIVES

TECHNICAL

STORYTELLING

ENGAGEMENT

After attending YBcampus course, you will have a good understanding
of the following topics:

1
How can we maximize
fan engagement
within VR?

3

How should we
design a VR live
experience to encourage
the most emotional
impact?

5
What is the production
quality if we use VR live
today?

2

Once a fan has
experienced VR, how do
we extend their
engagement?

4
What storytelling
techniques maximize
the impact of VR live?

6

What are the
technical capabilities
and challenges with
producing VR live?

WHY ATTEND?
AUTHORITY OF THE SPEAKERS

Erin Reilly works at the intersection of academia and industry as an
independent consultant through reillyWorks, LLC with over 20 years
of inventing new approaches, products, services and experiences in
engagement, storytelling and learning through emergent technology.
She was on the founding team of the University of Southern
California’s Annenberg Innovation Lab, and before that was directed
a lab at MIT.

Erin Reilly

Emerging Tech & Engagement Expert (LA)

Cristian Dominguez is the Director of Photography at New Horizons
VR, a leading virtual reality production company specializing in
cinematic VR. As a photographer and director of virtual reality,
Cristian is focused on creating immersive experiences that delight
his clients’ customers. As a visionary in virtual reality, he hopes to
work with others to expand VR’s capacity as a tool for social
communication, and a medium for bringing new worlds to life.

Cristian Dominguez

Director of Photography and VR Pioneer

Constantino has worked in many different sectors as
telecommunications, sport, R&D in new materials and entertainment.
He was the founder and CTO at HyC while it was acquired by Ericsson.
He then moved to pre-sales activities in Ericsson Media, working with
customers worldwide for several years. Constantino is now leading
the YBVR Spanish office.

Constantino Villar

COO at YBVR (Madrid)

Dirk is a producer, director and former head of VR and post
production at Ryot, the first 360 News network, acquired by
Huffington post. He is also a VR director for Nokia, featured on their
website. With over a decade of experience in the live TV network
industry, 5 years at MTV and another decade producing both live and
packaged video content in Asia, Dirk can integrate VR production
workflows into any situation.

Dirk Wallace

VR live Producer (LA)

WHY ATTEND?
REAL CASE STUDIES

A review of why sports fan engage
and what triggers different fan
behavior will be shared based on a
Global Sports Study conducted in
2014 with explicit connections to the
fundamentals of producing live VR
streaming for the most impact with
fans.

In addition, we will present a real
case study of VR production of Mutua
Madrid Open Tennis 2017. A
combination of discussion, videos,
and hands-on VR tennis production
demos within a headset will give
participants the opportunity to
immerse themselves in the potential
of Live VR and be ready to produce
what's next.

JOIN THE COURSE!

http://observatoriovr.com/registro/
http://observatoriovr.com/registro/
The course will be taught in English

Course price: 600€

Special discount having VIP pass in ObseRVatorio RV17

COURSE CONTENT
ENGAGING SPORTS AUDIENCE WITH VR

July 21st
9:00AM

VR basics (Cristian Dominguez)
- The VR journey – view from the pioneers
- Building blocks – cameras, ambisonic audio, headsets,
distribution platforms
- Hints into shooting VR – view from the Photography Director

Café & Demo time
11:00AM

What provokes fan engagement? (Erin Reilly)
- Leveraging Engagement framework; identify the fan motivators
- Triggering immersion and Social Connection with VR
- Analytics and monetization tools

Lunch & Demo time
2:30PM

Live VR production (Dirk Wallace)
- Live production 101
- What makes a live VR production complex?
- Case study & ‘behind the scenes’ – Mutua Madrid Open Tennis 2017

Café & Demo time
4:30PM

Live VR challenges (Constantino Villar)
- Video nightmare: Bandwidth vs Quality trade off
- VR quality and bandwidth requirements
- Techniques and tricks to solve the problem

5:30PM

Closing

VR

abc

